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Abstract

Contrastive pre-training on distant supervision001
has shown remarkable effectiveness for improv-002
ing supervised relation extraction tasks. How-003
ever, the existing methods ignore the intrin-004
sic noise of distant supervision during the pre-005
training stage. In this paper, we propose a006
weighted contrastive learning method by lever-007
aging the supervised data to estimate the reli-008
ability of pre-training instances and explicitly009
reduce the effect of noise. Experimental re-010
sults on three supervised datasets demonstrate011
the advantages of our proposed weighted con-012
trastive learning approach, compared to two013
state-of-the-art non-weighted baselines.014

1 Introduction015

Relation extraction (RE) is the task of identifying016

the relationship between entities mentioned in the017

text, which can benefit many downstream tasks018

such as question answering and knowledge base019

population. Since most of the existing RE mod-020

els (Zhang et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2020; Lin021

et al., 2020; Wang and Lu, 2020; Zhong and Chen,022

2021) are trained on the labeled data, the amount of023

training data limits the performance of supervised024

RE systems. To tackle this problem, recent work025

leverage a semi-supervised distant supervision (DS)026

(Mintz et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2016; Vashishth et al.,027

2018; Chen et al., 2021) approach to generate abun-028

dant training data by aligning knowledge bases029

(KBs) and raw corpora. However, distantly super-030

vised relation extraction (DSRE) inevitably suffers031

from wrong labeling noise. Introducing a robust032

framework that utilize both the abundant but noisy033

data from DS and the scarce but accurate data from034

human annotations becomes a new research line to035

improve RE systems.036

Recent works (Baldini Soares et al., 2019; Or-037

mándi et al., 2021; Peng et al., 2020) propose a038

two-stage RE framework that they first design an039

RE oriented task to pre-train BERT on DS data and040
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Figure 1: An example of unreliable positive samples
caused by DS noise

then fine-tune on human annotated (HA) datasets. 041

Peng et al. (2020) use Wikipedia articles as the 042

corpus and Wikidata as the KB in the pre-training 043

stage to construct the DS data, and they introduce 044

a contrastive learning based method to pre-train 045

BERT on the generated DS data. Given an anchor 046

instance with a specific relation in the DS data, their 047

contrastive learning method randomly selects one 048

positive sample holding the same relation and max- 049

imizes the similarity between the anchor and pos- 050

itive sample. Meanwhile, their method randomly 051

selects multiple negative samples holding different 052

relations from the anchor and minimizes the sim- 053

ilarity between the anchor and negative samples. 054

The results show that their RE oriented pre-training 055

can effectively improve the final performance of 056

the RE task on various target datasets. 057

However, in their pre-training stage, they ignore 058

the intrinsic wrong labeling noise in the generated 059

DS data. Since their method relies on the DS la- 060

beled relation types to sample positive and negative 061

instances, the noisy labeling problem leads to unre- 062

liable samples in Figure 1, potentially limiting the 063

pre-training stage’s effectiveness. To better utilize 064

DS data, we propose a novel weighted contrastive 065

learning framework to both use the abundant DS 066

data and tackle the inevitable DS noise. First, we 067

train a relation classifier on the HA dataset and 068

leverage the classifier to predict the relation type 069
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of instances in the DS data. Then for each DS070

instance, based on the output of the classifier, we071

can compute the confidence score to measure the072

reliability of its labeled relation type. Finally, we073

introduce weights based on computed confidence074

scores into the contrastive learning loss to focus075

more on reliable instances while less on noisy ones.076

Besides, distant supervision relies on the existing077

KBs to align raw corpora. To alleviate the need078

for KBs, we propose a new strategy to extract a079

triplet set from the HA dataset for generating DS080

data. We also include a KB derived DS dataset in081

our experiments to show that our proposal can still082

work well for regular DS.083

In conclusion, we propose a weighted contrastive084

pre-training approach for supervised relation ex-085

traction and introduce its details in Section 2. Then086

we perform the experiments on three datasets to087

compare our proposed method with existing base-088

lines in Section 3.089

2 Proposed Method090

2.1 Overview091

We show the overview of our proposal in the Fig-092

ure 2. We start from generating the DS data relying093

on the HA dataset. Then in the first stage, we in-094

troduce a weighted contrastive learning method by095

leveraging the HA data to estimate the reliability096

of DS instances for contrastive pre-training. In the097

second stage, we further fine-tune our pre-trained098

model on the HA dataset.099

2.2 Distantly Supervised Dataset100

Construction101

Since DS uses existing knowledge bases to gener-102

ate training data, in the case that we have no proper103

existing KBs in some domains but only the anno-104

tated dataset, we first extract all entities based on105

each sentence, and if any two of them are labeled106

a relation type, they will generate a triplet with a107

particular relation. Otherwise, they will still gen-108

erate a triplet but labeled NA (no relation). After109

constructing the KB, we can extract sentences con-110

taining two entities of each triplet from raw corpora.111

To balance the number of sentences extracted by112

each triplet, we also add an upper bound 100 to the113

number of extracted sentences.114

2.3 Two-stage RE Framework115

Instance representation In our pre-training116

stage, we use BERT to obtain the representation117

for each input instance. For the input format, we 118

follow PURE (Zhong and Chen, 2021) by adding 119

extra special markers to mark the beginning and the 120

end of two entities. For example, given an instance 121

x: “Joe Biden is the president of America.”, the 122

input sequence is “[CLS] [H_CLS] Joe Biden [H_SEP] 123

is the president of [T_CLS] America [T_SEP]. [SEP]”. 124

Denote the k-th output vector of the BERT encoder 125

as hk. Assuming i and j are the indices of two 126

beginning entity markers [H_CLS] and [T_CLS], we 127

define the instance representation as: 128

x = hi ⊕ hj (1) 129

where ⊕ stands for concatenation. Then we use the 130

instance representation for the further reliability 131

estimation and the weighted contrastive learning in 132

the pre-training stage. 133

Reliability estimation With the instance rep- 134

resentation, we first fine-tune BERT on the HA 135

dataset as a supervised RE task. Then with the 136

trained relation classifier F , we can make predic- 137

tions on each instance in the DS data. Given an 138

input instance x with DS labeled relation r, we 139

can derive the confidence score c to estimate its 140

reliability by: 141

c = exp (F(x,r))∑
r′∈R exp (F(x,r′)) (2) 142

where R is the set of all relation classes, and 143

F(x, r) computes the output of our relation classi- 144

fier on the labeled class r. Through this approach, 145

we can estimate the reliability of the labeled re- 146

lation for each DS instance by its corresponding 147

confidence score. 148

Stage 1: DS weighted contrastive pre-training 149

Contrastive learning aims at maximizing the sim- 150

ilarity between a given instance and its positive 151

samples while minimizing the similarity between 152

the given instance and its negative samples. As 153

for existing work, Peng et al. (2020) focus on the 154

relation level that DS instances labeled the same 155

relation are positive samples while DS instances la- 156

beled different relations are negative samples. The 157

latest DSRE work (Chen et al., 2021) augment the 158

anchor as a positive sample to avoid the effect of 159

DS noise. Both work do not explicitly address the 160

problem of unreliable positive and negative sam- 161

ples. 162

In our work, we introduce a robust weighted con- 163

trastive learning (WCL) method with the help of 164
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed method.

reliability estimations for each instance. Given165

a batch input with multiple bags: (Batch =166

{Bi}Gi=1) where G is the number of bags in one167

batch, and the labeled relational triplets are differ-168

ent from each other. Each bag B is constructed169

by a certain relational triplet (e1, r, e2) with all170

instances x inside satisfying this triplet. More-171

over, each instance comes along with a confidence172

score c estimating its reliability: Bi = {xj , cj}Ni
j=1,173

where Ni denotes the size of bag Bi. Then the174

weighted contrastive learning loss of an anchor in-175

stance xj in the bag Bi is:176

L(ij)
WCL = − log

{
Ni∑
k=1

cjcke
cos(xj ,xk)/T /

(

Ni∑
k=1

cjcke
cos(xj ,xk)/T +

∑
rm ̸=rj

cjcmecos(xj ,xm)/T )


(3)177

where cos(·) denotes the cosine similarity between178

two instance representations, xk denotes the repre-179

sentation of a positive instance sampled from the180

same bag, and rm ̸= rj denotes that negative sam-181

ples xm are selected from all instances in the batch182

that are labeled a different relation from xj . We183

follow (Khosla et al., 2020) to incorporate multiple184

positive instances sampled from the same bag. T185

denotes a scaling temperature.186

With the help of confidence scores, the model187

will focuses on more reliable instances while ignor-188

ing unreliable instances which keep paces with our189

goal to utilize reliable DS data.190

Besides, to inherit the ability of language under-191

standing from BERT and avoid catastrophic forget-192

ting, we also adopt the masked language modeling193

(MLM) objective from BERT.194

Eventually, we define our final pre-training loss: 195

196

L = LWCL + LMLM (4) 197

Stage 2: Supervised relation extraction We 198

then fine-tune the pre-trained model on HA datasets 199

with state-of-the-art (SOTA) methods. For i2b2 200

2010VA we follow BLUEBERT (Peng et al., 2019) 201

by treating the relation extraction task as a sentence 202

classification and replacing two named entities in 203

the sentence with predefined tags. For the other 204

two datasets, we follow the encoding method of 205

PURE (Zhong and Chen, 2021) as introduced at 206

the beginning of Section 2.3. 207

3 Experiments 208

3.1 Setup 209

HA and DS datasets We evaluate our approach 210

on three HA relation extraction datasets: i2b2 211

2010VA, ACE05, and Wiki20m. Table 2 shows 212

the statistics of each dataset. The i2b2 2010VA 213

is a medical domain RE dataset while other two 214

datasets are collected from general domains. We 215

generate the DS data for i2b2 2010VA and ACE05 216

from corresponding raw corpora. Meanwhile, 217

Wiki20m is a regular KB based distantly super- 218

vised RE dataset containing both DS data and HA 219

data and it is worth noting that we intend to show 220

that our method can also work well on existing DS 221

datasets. Table 3 shows the statistics of DS data. 222

Baselines We have a naive baseline by directly 223

fine-tuning (FT) on each dataset as a supervised 224

RE task. We set two two-stage framework base- 225

lines: the first one is to use the SOTA method 226

RE-Context-or-Names (RECN) (Peng et al., 2020) 227
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Methods i2b2 2010VA ACE05 Wiki20m
25% 100% 25% 100% 25% 100%

FT 66.86 75.22 62.81 70.41 68.87 88.54
CIL + FT 67.92 75.39 59.72 69.69 89.67 91.64
RECN + FT 67.65 75.43 60.34 69.40 89.23 91.96
WCL + FT (ours) 68.50 76.15 61.30 69.47 90.28 92.67

Table 1: Evaluation results on various datasets. 25% denotes the low-resource setting, and 100% denotes the
full-resource setting. We compute three-run average Micro-F1 for our proposed methods in all the results.

Dataset # Rel. # Train # Dev # Test
i2b2 2010VA 8 3,120 11 6,147
ACE05 6 10,051 2,424 2,050
Wiki20m 80 8,279 4,140 28,977
ACE05 (NP) 6 3,939 922 923

Table 2: Statistics of datasets. Rel. denotes relation
types. NP denotes removing pronoun from ACE05.

Dataset # Triplets Corpora # DS Ins. (NA)
i2b2 2010VA 2,777 MIMIC-III 36K (76K)
ACE05 3,883 Gigaword5 98K (461K)
Wiki20m - Wiki20m 286K (698K)
ACE05 (NP) 3,218 Gigaword5 60K (273K)

Table 3: Statistics of DS data. Triplets are extracted
from the HA dataset. DS Ins. denotes relational in-
stances generated by DS. NA denotes the no-relation
instances. NP denotes removing pronoun from ACE05.

in pre-training, and the second one is to use the228

SOTA DSRE method Contrastive Instance Learn-229

ing (CIL) (Chen et al., 2021) in pre-training.230

Implementation details To further confirm the231

effectiveness of our proposal, we also conduct the232

experiments in the low-resource setting by ran-233

domly selecting 25% of the full HA data to con-234

struct the DS data for pre-training and finally fine-235

tune on this 25% HA data. Refer to Appendix A236

for other implementation details.237

3.2 Main Results238

Table 1 compares our model to other baselines.239

From the results, we can observe that: (1) For both240

the i2b2 2010VA and the Wiki20m, all two-stage241

models outperform the FT baseline, which indi-242

cates the effectiveness of our strategy to construct243

DS data from HA datasets, especially in the low-244

resource setting. (2) For both the i2b2 2010VA245

and the Wiki20m, our proposed model achieves the246

best F1 scores over all baselines. This improvement247

shows that it is worthy to estimate the reliability248

of each DS instance with the help of HA datasets249

Methods ACE05 (no pronouns)
25% 100%

FT 62.22 70.29
CIL + FT 63.31 69.76
RECN + FT 62.43 70.09
WCL + FT (ours) 64.45 71.10

Table 4: Evaluation on ACE05 after removing pronouns.

in our weighted contrastive pre-training. (3) For 250

the ACE05, the pre-training methods cannot out- 251

perform the FT baseline. To analyze this problem, 252

we perform extra experiments on ACE05. 253

3.3 Further Analysis 254

We find that ACE05 contains many pronoun enti- 255

ties, for example, "He lives in America.". As pro- 256

noun entities such as "He" naturally come along 257

with much more severe noise in DS, we also con- 258

duct extra experiments by removing sentences con- 259

taining pronoun entities in ACE05 and the corre- 260

sponding DS data to confirm the effect of pronouns. 261

After removing pronoun entities in ACE05, as 262

shown in the Table 4, our model outperforms all 263

baselines including FT, which indicates that pro- 264

noun entities bring mishandled noise in the pre- 265

training stage and limit the effect of our DS data 266

construction approach. 267

4 Conclusions 268

We introduce a weighted contrastive pre-training 269

method by leveraging the HA dataset to estimate 270

the reliability of instances in the abundant DS data. 271

To alleviate the need for KBs, we also propose 272

to construct DS data based on the triplets derived 273

from the HA dataset for pre-training. Experimen- 274

tal results demonstrate that our proposed method 275

outperforms SOTA work on target HA datasets. 276

One limitation of this work is that our method 277

still needs a certain amount of HA data to achieve 278

sufficient size of DS data and accuracy of reliability 279

estimation. We leave it for future work to reduce 280
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reliance on HA data.281
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Hyperparameter Range Best
Bag size 2-8 4
Batch size 8-32 16
Temperature 0.05-1.0 0.2

Table 5: Hyperparamter optimazition.

A Implementation Details387

During the construction of DS data, we use the388

preprocessing tool NLTK to split raw corpora into389

sentences.390

We use bert-base-uncased (Devlin et al., 2019)391

as the base encoders for ACE05, ACE05 (no pro-392

nouns) and Wiki20m, for a fair comparison with393

previous works. We also use bluebert (Peng et al.,394

2019) as the base encoder for i2b2 2010VA, since395

the SOTA performance is achieved based on this396

effective medical domain BERT.397

For baseline models, we modify their official398

implementations to fit our experiments and fol-399

low the model settings in their papers. For our400

proposed method, the primary hyperparameters in401

the experiments are batch size, bag size, and con-402

trastive learning temperature that directly influence403

the weighted contrastive learning loss, and we show404

our searching ranges and best values in Table 5.405

We used 8 NVIDIA A100 for pre-training and 2406

NVIDIA RTX3090 for fine-tuning.407
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